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ABSTRACT 

 

Thislproject principally addresseslthe matter oflsentimentlanalysislinltwitter; lthat's 

categorizing tweetslconsistent with thelfeelings expressedl inlthem i.e. lpositive, 

negativelorlneutral. Twitterlis a web microlblogging and sociallnetworking platform 

that permits the userslto put in writing shurt standing oflmost length one hundred forty-

five characters. it's a speedily growing servicel withlover 205 millionlregistered lusers  

loutlof that a hundred and ten million square measure active users and largely 1/2 them 

go online twitter on a usual - generating nearly 250 million tweets per day. because of 

this vast quantity of usage we tend to hope to attain a picture of public sentiment by 

analyzing the feelings articulated within the tweets. Analyzing the general public 

sentiment is a vital facet for several applications like corporations making an attempt 

to appear the responses of their merchandise within the market, statement lpolitical 

electionsland predictinglsocioeconomic spectacles likelstock exchanges. Thel goal of 

thislproject islto developla purposeful classifierlfor associate correct and involuntary 

sentimentlclassification oflunknown tweetlstream.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

 

 Inspiration 
 

lWe chose tolwork withlTwitter because wel think itlisla good approximationl oflpublic 

sentimentl, aslopposedlto traditional Internetl articlesland webl blogsl. Thelreason behind 

thatl is thelamount oflrelevant datalis much bigger forlTwitter than for ltraditional 

blogginglsites. Thelresponse onlTwitter is quicker and morelcommon (the number of 

users who tweet are more than those who write web blogs on a daily basis). Public 

sentiment analysis is important in macro-level socio-economic events such as estimating 

the stock market rate of a particular company. This can be done by analyzing the public 

sentiment towards the company over time, and by using economics to determine the 

relationship between public sentiment and the company's stock market value. To assess 

how well the market will react to their product, which sectors of market will react 

positively  and which sector will have the adverse reaction (from Twitter for certain 

locations, which allowslus toldownload geoltagged tweetsl currents). You canlanalyze 

thel reasonsl behind geographical distinguished response about the information  and to 

analyze, whether they are suitable for market segments such as creating the most 

appropriate solutions for their product in a more customized way to be marketed. 

Predictinglthe resultslof popularlpolitical electionsland surveys islalso anlemerging 

applicationlto sentimentlanalysis. lOnelsuch research waslconductedlby Tumasjanlet al  

inlGermany forlpredicting thel result of federal elections in which concluded that twitter 

is a good reflection of offline sentiment. 
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 Introducing Domain 

 
This project of analysing the sentiments of tweets falls into the realm of "pattern 

classification" and "data mining". These two terms are closely related and interconnected, 

and can be formally defined as the process of searching for "useful" patterns in big set of 

data, either inevitably i.e. unsupervised or semi-automatic i.e unsupervised. However, the 

project heavily rely on the methods of "natural language processing" and "machine 

learning" in defining important patterns and features from a large data set of tweets, the 

model is strictly based on unmodified data patterns (tweets) and on “Machine learning” 

techniques to accurately classify them. 

 

The features usedl forl modelingl different patternslandlclassification canlbe alienated 

intoltwo mainlgroups: formalllanguage basedland informallblogging. Languagelbased 

featureslare related to formall linguisticsl andlprior knowledge oflindividual wordsland  

phrasesl is part ofl polarity and speechltagging of sentences. Priorlsentiment polarization 

meanslthat certain wordsl andlphrases usually havelalnatural tendencylto express specific 

andlspecific emotions. Foreg., thelword "outstanding" hasla stronglpositive meaning, and 

thelword "wicked" has a strongl negativel meaning. So, when alword is used withl a +ve 

meaning inla sentencelthe whole is likely to convey a +ve emotion. Parts-oflspeech  

taggingl onlthe otherlhand, are  syntactic approachlto thelproblem. This meansl that each 

person in a sentence automatically recognizes what the word is: nounl pronounl verb 

adjectivel verbl, deflection,. Samples canbe obtained fromlthe analysis of the frequencyl 

distributionl (individually ether or mutually with some of these portions oflspeech) in  

certain classlof labelled tweeets. Twitterlbased featureslare morelinformally related to 

howlpeople expressl themselve onlonline social platformsland theirl emotions inthe 

limited140-character spacel that Twitter provides. These includes Twitterhashtags, 

retweeets, wordcapitalization, wordlength, question-marks, URLs in tweeets, 

exclamationlmarks, Internetlemoticons & Internetlshorthand / slang. 

 

Classificationl methods canlalso dividelinto twolcategories: lsupervised versus 

lunsupervised versus non-compatible versus adaptable or reinforcementl methods. The 

supervisedlapproach isthat already haveldata-labels available & weluse themlto train  

classifierl .Classifier traning involves using pre-labels to extractfeatures thatl bestl 
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differentiate paterns & diferences b/w different classes, and classify and then describe the 

best model accordingly. 

 

 Foreg, ifwe comelup withl simplifiedlmodel, the nutral tweet contains an average of 

0.003 exclamationlmarks per tweet, a sentimentlbearing tweet has 0.8 and we need to 

classsify a tweet there is an exclamation mark (ignoring all features) it would have been 

classifiedl aslsubjective lsince an exclamationlmark is close to thelmodel ofl0.8 

exclamationlmarks. Unsupervisedclassification isl known as when we don’t have labelled 

data for our training. It deals with these adaptive classification techniques as well as the 

feedbackl fromlenvironment. Inlour case, the response fromlthe environment is on the 

formof a humanl being tellinglclassifier whetherl he hasldonelgood or bad in the 

clasifying a particularltweet andlthe classification must learnfrom lthis point of view.  

 

Their are 2 other typeslof adaptivel methods: passive & active. There are passivel 

methods that only use feedback tol learnlabout thel environmentl ( inl thislcase our model 

for every three classes of tweets means improvement), but currentlclassification algo 

holds it well. The activelapproach adapts the classificationlalgorithm to time consuming 

reality.  

 

Several matrices have been proposedl forlcomputing & for comparingl thel resultslof    

ourlexperiments. Some mostly common metricsl are: Precisionl, Recal, Accuracyl, F1l 

Measurel, TruelRate and FalselAlarm Ratel (This matrics are computed individuallyl forl 

eachlclass &lthen total classification performance on an average.) Below is our problem 

example of how to calculate the metric we need. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

LITERATURE SURVEY:  

 

 

 Restrictions to Prior - Artl 

 

Sentimentlanalysis is alrelatively newl research topic inl fieldl of microblogging, so there 

is plenty of roomlfor furtherl researchl inlthis area. A small amountlof relevant priorl  

worklhas beenldone in sentimentl analysisl of userlreviews, documentsl, weblblogs  

articlesl & generall phrasellevel sentimentlanalysis. Due to  limitof 140 characters per 

tweeet, whichlforces theluser to expressl compressedl views on a short text. The better 

results involved in the sentimentlclassification are the uses of supervisedl learningl 

techniqueslsuchas naive bayes & SVM(SupportlVector Machinesl), but  manual labeling 

requiredl for the supervisedlapproach is costly. Some of the work was done on the  

unsupervised & semilsupervised approachesl andlthere isl great scope for improvementl. 

Variousl researchersltesting newlfeatures andlclassification methods have compared the 

resultsl tol baseline-linelperformance. Therelis needlof better &  more formal 

comparisonsl b/w the resultsl throughl many distinct lfeatures & classificationl methods 

tolselect bestlfeatures & mostl efficientl classificationl methods forl the partiular apps. 

 

 

 Related-workl 

 
Thel baglofl words modelis onelof thelmost widelylused featurel models for an almostl 

all textlclassification tasksl, with itsl simplicityl and goodlperformance. Thelmodel refers 

to textl classifiedl as the bagl orlcollection of individuallwords with links orr 

dependencies to a word, meaning it completely ignores the gramar andl orderl oflwords 

in thel textl. Thislmodel alsol verylpopularl inlsentiment analysisl& haslbeen usedlby  

variousl researchersl. Thesimplest way tolincorporate thislmodel into or classification iss 

to use unigram a feature. Generallyl speakingl, nlgram is the sequencel ofl "nl" wordslin 

ourltext, completelylindependent ofl anylother word or gram on theltext.  
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Therefore, we believe that the text to be classified as a unigram is only alcollectionlof 

lindividuallwordsl, and the presence orr absence off anotherlwordl in a text does not affect 

the likelihood of a word occurring. It is quite simple but has been shown to provide good 

performance. Thelsimplelwaylof usinglunigramlisltolassignltheml the fixed pre-

polarization & to average ltheloveralllpolaritylofltheltextl,lwhereltheloveralllpolaritylof 

ltheltext islcalculatedlbylsumminglthe differentlpriorlpolaritieslof the lindividuall 

lunigrams. Iflthelword is used as a symbol of positivity, the earlierlpolarityloflthelword 

is positive, foreg.lthelword "good".  However, the word is usually negative if it 

islassociatedlwithlnegative implications,lforlexample "wicked".lThere maylalsolbe 

lpolaritylinlthelmodel, lwhichlmeanslhow specific the termlis to a particular class.  

The word "overwhelming" probablylhaslalstrong subjective polarity, lwhilelthelword 

"good" haslalstronglpositivelpolarity, lbut perhapslwithlweak individualism. 

lTherelarelthreelways to use the pre-polarity of words to characterize. An unsupervised 

simplelapproachlisltoluselpubliclylavailablelonlineldictionaries,lwhichlmaplalwordltol 

litslpreviouslpolarity.lMulti-Perspective-QuestioninglAnsweringl(MPQA)lis a 

subjectivity dictionary thatlmapslaltotallofl4,850lwordslwhetherl"positive"lorl 

l"negative"landlwhetherlthey arel"strong"lorl"weak" themes.lSentiWordNetl3.0lis 

lanotherlresource thatlgives the possibilitylof everylword in thelpositive,lnegativeland 

lneutrallclasses. 

 

lThelsecondlapproachlisltolconstruct a positive prelpolarityldictionarylaccordingltolthe 

loccurrencelofleachlwordlinleachlparticularlclass from our training data. For example, if 

a particular wordlinlourltrainingldatasetl(comparedltolotherlclasses) occurs more 

frequently in positively labeled phrases, we calculate the probability that one word 

belongs to the positive class rather than thelotherlclass.lThislapproachlhaslbeenlshownlto 

providelbetterlperformance,asltheearlierpolarizationloflwordslislmore suitablelandlfitted 

withlalparticularltypelofltext, landlislnot as common as the previouslapproach.lHowever, 

lthellatterlis thelsupervisedlapproachlbecauseltheltrainingldatalhasltolbe labeled tolthe 

suitable classlbeforelitlislpossibleltolcalculatelthelrelativeloccurrenceloflalwordlinleachl 

loflthelclass. Performance reductions were identified by Kouloumpis et al. using 

dictionarylwordlfeatureslwithlcustomlnlgramlwordlfeatures builtlfromltheltrainingldata, 

laslopposedlto usinglnlgramslalone. 
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Thelthirdlapproachlis the mediationlbetweenltheltwolapproaches.lInlthis,lwe buildlour 

own polarizationlbutlnotlnecessarilylfromlourltrainingldata,lsolwe do notlneedlto label 

ltrainingldata.lOnelway to dolthis islproposedlby Turnty et al. The prelsemantic 

lorientationl(polarity) loflalwordlorlphrase is calculatedlby reciprocating thelinformation 

lwithlthelwordl"excellent"landlsubtractinglthelresult fromlthe word "poor" with the 

interaction of that word or phrase. They used the number of results from the relevant 

search query's online search engine to calculatelmutuallinformation. lThelfinal principle 

lthey uselislaslfollows: 

 

                                                    𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔(𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆 𝑵𝑬𝑨𝑹 "excellent").𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔("poor") 

𝑷𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒚(𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆)= 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐----------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                    𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔(𝒑𝒉𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒆 𝑵𝑬𝑨𝑹 "poor").𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒔("𝒆𝒙𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒕") 

 

  

lWherelhitsl(phrasel"excellent") islthelnumber ofldocuments givenlbylthelsearchlengine 

(whose polarity must be calculated) and the word "excellent" occur together.lhits l 

("excellent")lmeanslthelnumberlofldocuments thatlcontainlthelwordl"excellent" co-

occur. Prabowo et al. came uplwithlthislidealandlusedl120lpositivelwordslandl120 

lnegativelseedslseedslseedslof datalllllltollllseedslconductlllanlinternetlllsearch.lSo, 

ltheloveralllsemanticlorientationloflthelwordlunderlconsiderationlcanlbelfoundlby 

averaginglthelword's proximity toleach word'slseedlwords.  

 

Another graphical method of quantifying thelpolaritylofladjectives isldiscussedlby 

Hatzivasiloglou et al. .lThelprocesslinvolveslfirstlidentifyinglllall the adjective 

combinationslfromlthelcorpusland then categorizing each pair of adjectives using an 

algorithm(supervised). A graph is constructed in which nodeladjectiveslandllinks 

represent thelsamelorldifferentlsemanticlorientation.lFinally, the clusteringlalgorithmlis 

implemented,lwhichldivideslthelgraphlintoltwolsubsets, which meanslthat thelnodes in 

thelsubset have basically thelsamelorientation links,land thellinkslbetweenltheltwo 

lsubsets have basically different orientations. Most subsets havelpositiveladjectivesland 

lthelother has negatives. 
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lManylresearchersllinllthisllfieldllhave alreadylused dictionaries ofllpubliclyllavailable 

emotion, while others have also explored building their own pre-polar dictionaries. 

 

A fundamentallproblemlwithlthelapproachloflpriorlpolaritylidentifiedlbylWilsonletlal. 

He distinguisheslbetweenlpriorlpolaritylandlcontextuallpolarity.lThey alsolsaylthatlthe 

lpriorlpolarityloflalwordlmay actuallylbeldifferentlfromlthelwordlusedlin alparticular 

lcontext. Let’s takelfollowinglphraselaslanlexample: 

 

Philip Clapp, president of the National Environment Trust, sums up well the general thrust 

of the reaction of environmental movements: “There is no cause at all to believe that the 

polluters are suddenly going to become appropriate.” 

 

lInlthislexample,lthelfourlunderlinedlwordsl“Trust”,l“well”, “cause”landl"appropriate" 

arelpositive referenceslwhen viewedlwithout referenceltolthelphrase,lbut are not used 

lhere to convey a positive emotion. This leads to the conclusion that the wordl"Trust" 

lmay commonlylbelusedlinlpositivelsentences,lbutlthis does notlruleloutlthe possibility 

thatlit is also foundlinlnonlpositivelsentences. 

 

Prior polarization oflindividuallwordsl(whetherlwords arelgenerallylpositivelorlnegative 

perception) islnotlthe onlylproblem. Due to the contextual polarity of the phrase, 

lexploreslsomelotherlfeatures, including grammaticalland syntacticlrelationships 

lbetweenlwordslto improveltheir classification. 

 

The performance oflTwitterlsentimentlanalysis maylbelcloselylrelatedltolphrasellevel 

lsentimentlanalysis. In 2005, Wilson and others presentedlalseminallpaperlonlphrase-

llevellsentimentlanalysis. It identifies alnewlapproachltolthelproblemlbylfirstlclassifying 

thelphraseslaccordingltolsubjectivityl(polar)llllandl thelobjectivityl(neutral)llllandllll 

categorizinglthelsubjective-categoricallphraseslaslpositivelorlnegative. Many subjective 

phrases uses prepositional expressions, which in particular contributes to the 

classification of subjective phrases.lIflweluselalsimple classification we assumelthatlthe 

lcontextuallpolarityloflthe termlislequalltolitslpriorlpolarity, thelresult is approximately 

l48%.lThelnovellclassification systemlproposed contains a list of general features that 
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containlinformationlabout thelcontextuallpolarity, resultinglin alsignificantlimprovement 

lin thelperformancel(linltermsloflaccuracy)loflthelclassificationlprocess.lThelresults of 

lthislpaperlarelpresentedlinlthe followingltable: 
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lOnelway to reducelthe independencelconditionland incorporatelpartial references into 

lourlword modellisltoluselbigramslandltrigramslaslwell aslunigrams. Bigram is a 

lcollectionlofltwo mutually exclusivelwordslinlaltext,landl trigram is alcollectionlof 

lthree consecutivelwords. Thus,lwe canlcalculatelthelpriorlpolarity orlthe probability of 

thelbigraml/ltrigram oflthe particular class – insteadloflpriorlpolaritylof separate class. 

lManylresearcherslhavelexperimentedlwithlthem, saying that if we have to use one of 

them, unigram perform better, and some of the unigram with bigram can give better 

results. Trigrams generally havelpoorlperformance,laslreportedlbylPakletlal. . 

Performancelreductionlusingltrigramslbecauseltherelislalcompromiselbetweenlcapturin

glmore complexlpatternslandlwordlcoverage when moving tolhigherlnumberedlgrams. 

lSomelresearcherslhaveltriedlto include disclaimers inlthelUnigramlword model. lPang 

letlal.lAndlPaklletlal.lusedlalmodellinlwhichlprior polairty was reversed to the word, 

meaning denial (like "no", "not", "don’t", etc.). So, some relevantlinformationlislincluded 

linlthelword model.  

 

lGrammaticallfeatures (such aslPartsloflspeechltagging"lorlPOSltagging)larelalso 

lcommonlylusedlinlthisldomain.lThelconcept ofltagging everylwordloflaltweet with 

referencelto anylpartloflspeech is:lnoun,lpronoun,lverb,ladjective, adjective, intensity, 

letc. The concept is to identify and use models based on this POS which we can uselin 

lthelclassificationlprocess.lForlexample,litlhaslbeenlreportedlthatlobjectiveltweets have 

lmorelcommonlnounslandlthird partylverbslthanlsubjectiveltweets,lsoliflaltweet is 

lclassified, the greater use of genericlnounslandlverbs is usuallylin thelthirdlperson,lthat 

ltweet islobjective l(laccordingltolthislfeature).lSimilarly,lsubjectiveltweetslcontain 

lmoreladverbs,ladjectives,landlinterjections.lTheselrelationshipslare establishedlinlthe 

lfigureslbelow: 
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lHowever,ltherelislstill controversy overlwhether partloflspeech islalusefullfeature of 

lsentimentlclassification.lSomelresearcherslarguelin favorlof betterlPOSlfeatureslwhile 

lothers dolnot recommendlthem. 
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Apart from these, there is much work to be done in searching for a feature class that is 

only suitable for the microblogging domain. The presence of URLs in a tweet and the 

lnumberloflcapitalized letter / letterslinlaltweet were notedlbylKoulompisletlal.land 

lBarbosaletlal. . Koulmpis representslpositivelresultslfor the use of features such as 

emoticons and Internet slang terms. Bradyletlalldoeslstudylon thellengthening of words 

lasla symbolloflsubjectivitylinlaltweet.lThelpaperlreportslpositivelresults ofltheirlstudy, 

suggestinglthat if a word is more frequent, the term is considered a strong sign of 

subjectivity. 

 

lNaivelbayes classifierland statelvectorlmachineslarelthelmost commonly used 

classification techniques. Some researchers, such as Barbosa et al. publish good results 

for support vector machines, while Pak et al. support Naive Bayes. 

 

Although it continues to add more labeled tweets to training data,litlhaslbeenlobserved 

lthatlhavinglallargerltraininglsample is somewhat payoffltolalcertainldegree, thenlthe 

laccuracyloflthe classification islalmostlconstant. Barbosa et al. for training classifiers 

used tweets labeled by Internet sources instead of hand labeling. While doing so the 

accuracy of the labeled models is lost (modelled as the increase in noise) but if the 

accuracy of the training label exceeds 50%, the higher the label, the higher the 

classification result accuracy. So, ifltherelarelallargelnumberlofltweets in this way, then 

our labels will make noise, shall be inaccurate and can be compensated for the mistake. 

lOnlthelotherlhandlPakletlallAndlGoletlal sse thelpresenceloflpositivelorlnegative  

lemoticons  lto lassignllabels lto ltweetsl. Similar tolthelabovelcase, ltheylused allarge 

lnumberlofltweetsltolreduce the impactloflnoise onltheirltrainingldata. 

 

 

 

lSome earlylworklinlthis area categorized theltextlaslpositivelorlnegative,lassuminglthat 

lall of lthe ldata presented waslsubjective. Iflthislislgoodlassumptionlfor thingsllike 

lmovie reviewlbut, while analysingltweetslandlblogs, we should considerlallotlof 

lobjectiveltext, so the inclusion of alneutrallclass inlthelclassificationlprocess haslnow 

become an standard. 
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lTherelhaslbeen a lot oflrecentlresearch about the classificationlofltweetslaccordinglto 

lthelmood they express,lwhich takes it alsteplfurther. Bolanletlallexploreslthislarealand 

ldevelopslaltechnique that classifiesltweetslinto 6 differentlmoods:ltension,ldepression, 

langer,lvigour,lfatigue,landlconfusion.lTheyluselanlextendedlversionloflProfilelofl 

lMoodlStatesl(POMS):lalwidelylacceptedlpsychometric device.lThey createlalword 

ldictionarylandlassignlweightsltoleachloflthelsix moods, landlthen refer toleachltweetlas 

lalvectorlcorrespondingltolthese 6 ldimensions.lHowever, no details have been given as 

to how he built his customized dictionary and what methods he used for classification. 
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CHAPTER-3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

 

There are five fundamental classes in which the emotion analysis for functional 

classification  process can be distinguished . 

These are listed below:  

I.lDatalAcquisition  

II.lHumanlLabelling  

III.lFeaturelExtraction  

IV.lClassificationl  

 

DatalAcquisitionl: 

Python library “tweetstream” is used a for the extraction of the data of underdone tweets. 

The Twitter streaming APIl[26]lpackage is provided through this library only. Sample 

stream & Filter stream are two ways allowed by API for access. For the tweets that are 

broadcasted in the real time, not a large but a random small sample is given by the sample 

stream. Filter Stream provides tweets that meet certain criterion. Tweets delivered are 

filtered according to these three criterion: 

1. To track or search particular keywords in tweets 

      2. Particular Twitter users as stated by their user-id 

      3. Specific location originated location tweet(s) (for geo-tagged tweets). 

 

The programming individual can point out one or several combination of these filter 

criterion. Since there are no such restrictions whatsoever therefore we will always use 

SampleStream mode as it is beneficial to us. 

 

Since, we want to increment in the data integrity, we have gotten parts of it at different 

times than we get it all at once. If we apply not the former one but the latter approach, 

the normality of messages can be compromised because a substantial section of messages 

contain a specific trending topic. Thus, more or less the same general emotion.When we 

are going through the sample of message we got this event came through. For example, 
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for Christmas and New Year related samples, there is an important part of tweets that 

refer to these joyful events and is generallylpositive. Samplinglourldatalat  different 

points tries to minimize this problem. For four different points or dates, namely Feb 8th 

,Dec 29th, Jan 19th and Dec 17th . 

 

The tweets obtained in this way contains a lot of raw information, which may not be 

relevant to our specific program. Also, various key pairs are found when the data type 

“Dictionary” of Python is considered. Some of the key-valuelpairs are as follows: 

 

Fig from[17] 

We only filter the info we need and we leave the rest as there is so much of information. 

We save the real content of the messages in a different file and redirect all of them for 

our specific application, indicating that the English language is specified for the user’s 

social platform account. The users’ account language is given asl“lang” and the tweet’s 

text is represented as “text” i.e. dictionaryltext. 

 

Since individual labeling is a money consuming process, more of the tweets are filtered 

out and we need to mark them so that we can make a great diversity without the usual 

differences in tweets without losing the norm. The relevant filter criterion are as follows: 
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Fig from[18] 

This is followed by an average of 30% of tweets per filtered sample for human labeling, totaling 

10,173 tweets. 

 

HumanlLabellingl: 

For every tweet, three copies are prepared for individual marking or labelling so as to make 

them marked them by four different sources. Reduction in noise and in the inaccuracy in 

marking scheme and the acquisition of public opinion on the emotion of a specific tweet is 

successfully done due to the above mentioned labelling, Generally speaking more copies of the 

label may be better for us, but we have to remember the cost of labelling, so we have reached 

a reasonable figure of three. 

 

According to the emotions expressed in the message on Twitter, the tweet is categorized into 

these four categories: positive(+), negative(-), neutral/objective(0), and ambiguous. To help 

with the labeling process we have given our labels the following guidelines: 

 

 Positivel: If the entireltweet has a positivel/ ecstatic / happy / cheerful / happy attitude 

or a reference to some good idea. Although if more than one emotion is expressed in a 

twitter post, affirmative feelings are more effective. For example: “I moved to the USA 

after 4 years with a shithole in Australia! . 
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 Negativel: If the entire tweet has a negative / sad / depressed attitude or is mentioned 

with some negative(-) perception. Although if more than one sentiment is expressed in 

a twitter post, negative(-) emotion is more effective. Example: "I want to go outside, 

but Now this Coronavirus is holding us". 

 

 Neutrall/lObjective: Iflthe Tweet creator does not express personal feelings / opinions 

in the tweet and only spread the information. Ads for various products are labeled 

‘neutral’. For example: "India pledges to end Coronavirus spread from the country". 

 

 Ambiguousl: Iflmorelthan one emotion islexpressed in a tweet that is equally powerful 

and more explicit without a specific emotion. When it is clear that some personal views 

are expressed here, it is difficult / impossible to understand a properly articulated 

sentiment due to lack of context. Example: "I like and dislike chocos  equally". At last, 

if the tweet indication is not clear from the available info. Example: "Sky is blue". 

 

 <lBlankl>: If this is related to a language other than English, leave the tweet at random 

so that it is ignored in the training statistics. 

 

 

In addition, it is suggested that labels exclude personal biases from labeling and do no make-

up, that is, to view the tweet from the point of the view and personal info in the current personal 

post an not to view it through any extra personal info. 

 

Once it is labeled with four classes, to get an average of the opinions of the three people 

together is the next step. The way we did it was by majority vote. 

So for example, if two labels are in agreement on a particular tweet, we label the entire tweet. 

If the 3 labels are not similar, we would have found the post to be "out of reach of the majority 

vote." We came up with the following statistics for each category after a majority vote. 
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o Positive: 2573 tweets  

o Negative: 1777 tweets  

o Neutral: 4573 tweets  

o Ambiguous: 751 tweets  

o Unable for reaching majoritylvote: 391ltweets  

o Unlabelledlnon-English tweets:l368ltweets 

 

So iflwe only includedltweets that could get a positive,lnegative or neutral lmajority vote, we 

would be left withl8963 tweets for theltraining setl. These include 4543 objectiveltweets and 

4420 subjectiveltweets (total of positive(+) & negative(-) tweets). 

We also calculated the human-to-human contract for our tweet labeling work, and the results 

are as follows: 

 

 

The "hard agreement" measure in the above matrix, where all the labels mentioned by humans 

must match in all cases, but the "liberal" measure is not considered a disagreement if one person 

finds the tweet "unclear" and another. So, in the case of a "liberal" rating, a non-liberal class 

maps to another class. 

 

Therefore, it shows that the differentiation of emotions is also a difficult task for people, as the 

one-to-one contract is in the range of 60-70% (based on the definition of our agreement). We 

now consider another table presented by Kim et al. It refers to the human-to-human agreement 

in terms of labeling individual adjectives and verbs. [14]. 
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When the differentiation is in between in these three classes i.e. positive(+),negative(-) and 

neutral(0) then a narrow measurement occurs here. Whereas when  the liberal measures are 

considered the classification makes positive(+) and negative(-) tweets into one category, and 

we are left with only subjective i.e. neutral class. These results indicate our first claim that 

analytical analysis of emotions is not a simple task. These results far outweigh our consensus 

results because in this caselpeople are asked to mark individual words, which is relatively not 

a difficult task than marking the entire posts.  

 

FeaturelExtractionl: 

For the training set of the given extracted data, we again have to extract the features that are 

useful in the classification process. But text formatting techniques are discussed first as it helps 

in the retrieval of the aforementioned useful features.  

 

 Tokenizationl:The process of dividing the flow of text sentence into various symbols 

,words and other elements which are meaningful calledl“tokens” is known as 

tokenization. These token can simply divided by whitespacelcharacter “l” or 

punctuation characters like ?,!,%,(,) etc. 

 

 If we are only focused on examining tweet text, the URL and user references (marked 

by the "http" and "@" tokens) will be deleted. 
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 If we want to compare a tweet in a list of English words, then we can remove the 

punctuation marks and digits. 

 

 

 Lowercase conversion: Tweets can be simplified by turning it into a lowercase letter, 

which makes it easier to compare with the English dictionary. 

 

 Steaming: The process of generalization of the reduction process of the derived words 

to its root words is called “Steaming”. For example: “Stem” is the reduction of the root 

words like “stammered”, “stemmed”, “stemming”. The benefit of the stem is that it 

helps to make comparisons between words, because we do not have to deal with 

complex language changes of the word. “Porter stemming” algorithm is used if we need 

a comparison in this case for both the twitter posts and the dictionary. 

 

 Stop-WordlRemoval: These are the words that are referred as the most common word 

class. When used in text it doesn’t contain any additional info and therefore are termed 

as ‘useless’. For Examples are “A",l"The",l"He", "By","She","On"l. As there is no 

additional info provided by these words and as they are used for the same meaning in 

mostly every section of text, it is very convenient to remove these, for example, the 

frequency(f) of occurrence in various sections is reason behind the pre-emotion-

polarization of a post. Average sentiment of the twitter post over the group of the words 

used in that specific tweet is measured by applying this polarity.  

 

 Parts-of-speechl taggingl: This is the process of assignment of  a tag to each word in a 

text under which the grammatical component of speech belongs to the word, such as 

lnoun, lverbl, adjectivel, adverbl, etc. 

 

As some of the methods of text formatting have been discussed, we will go over the set of 

attributes that we find. It helps our classification to distinguish between several sections if any 

is a variable, this can be seen below. The Objectivity / Background Classification and the 

Positivity / Negative Classification (discussed in detail in the next section), are the 2 types of 

classification in this system(s) . As suggested by the name, the former one is to distinguish 
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between objective(obj) & subjective(sub) sections, and the latter one is to distinguish between 

positive(+) & negative(-) sections. 

 

Following is the attributes’ list found for the subjectivel/ subjectivelclassification

 

Fig from[19] 
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Fig from [19] 
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       Positive(+)/Negative(-) Classification’s list of attribute is as follows: 

 

 

 

Fig from[19] 
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By using Naïve Bayes, the mathematical and analytical reasoning onlhow to calculatelthe 

unigram word can be given. Also, the calculation of probability of the word which belongs to 

a class named in our training set is the basic idea. By using formulas of mathematics, an 

example can simply be presented for the calculation of the probability of the clause which 

belongs to the subjective and subjective class. Similar measures shouldlbe taken for both the 

positive(+) & negative(-) categories. 

 

We begin by calculatinglthe probabilitylof a word inlour trainingldata for a particularlclass: 

 

 

 

We nowlstate the Bayes’lrule. According tolthis rule, iflwe want to find thelprobability of 

whetherlaltweetlislobjective,lwelneedltolcomputelthelprobabilitylofltweetlgivenlthelobjectivelcla

ss and the priorlprobabilitylof objectivelclass. The termlP(tweet) can belsubstituted withlP(tweet | 

obj) +lP(tweet | subj). 

 

 

 

The estimation of the likability of the tweet being passed to an objective category can simply 

be done as we hit the independence of unigrams in a message post ( i.e. the likability of the 

other word which occurs in a text is not affected by the encounter of one word in the text). The 

related objective(obj) class is the product of the the above mentioned likelihood of all the words 

in the message post. The predictive probability of the Objective category can be ignored again 

if the equal category size for the Subjective & Objective category is taken. 
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Now that we can give a specific tweet an objectivity, we can easily quantify the likelihood of 

a given content by the previous word removal in comparison to 1. As 1 is always added to the 

probabilities .Now, if we know Probability_of(objective|tweet) then we know Probability_of 

(subjective|tweet) automatically. 

 

 

 

Hence, calculation of Probability_of(obj | tweet) for each tweet is done & this term is used 

now as a lone attribute in our objective/subjective differentiation. 

 

With this algorithmic approach, there are potentially 2 major problem. The computation 

becomes more money consuming and time consuming when the list of the clauses used in the 

data set becomes bigger due to the inclusion of all the single words from the text. Atleast 5 

times the words used in our system data is included to address this. It reduces our dictionary 

from 11,216 to 2,320 for subjective / objective classification. The size of the Unigram 

Dictionary for positive / negative classification has been reduced froml6,502lto l1,235lwords. 

 

 

The problem in which a particular word appears only in one class and does not occur in 

another class in our training sets is crucial and is the second one after the former (for 

example when the word is only mentioned once). For a situation like this, our taxonomy 

classifies that class into a specific category (other attributes in the tweet doesn't matter) 

because it has the same name. This method/approach is very stringent and makes for great 

fit. To avoid this, a technique called "Laplace Smoothing" is used. We replace the formula 

to calculate the probability of a class name in the following formula: 
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x: arbitrary constant also known as factor of smoothing.  

1. How It Works Even though the number of words in a particular class is zero, the 

probability of a word in some class is not always equal to zero because the fraction has a 

small value. A more smaller non-zero probability is the one which is replaced with the 

zero probability instead when it occurs . 

 

Selection of the better attributes from a big pool of attributes is the third and the last 

problem in the feature/attribute selection.Achievement of the highest precision and 

accuracy with a small number of attributes is the main goal here. Our classification adds 

new features to the strength of the problem and hence the difficulty of our classification. 

This increase in difficulty may be uneven and may be squared, so your preference is given 

to keep the features small. The other problem we have with many factors is that our 

training data is too large and can confuse classification when it is separated from an 

unknown group of tests, thus limiting program accuracy. For solving this problem, we 

take out the most relevant attributes by calculating the available information for all 

attributes in the session and marking properties for more information. In this feature 

selection task, we use the machine learning tool weka. [17]. 

 

33 attributes is searched  for the classification of objective & subjective class and weka 

ML tool is used for the calculation of the info gained from each feature. Shown below is 

the resultant graph: 
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10 of the other graphs are super-imposed in the above graph basically, each of which we 

have done 10 times from cross validation to fold. Since we have seen that all the graphs 

overlap, almost every time the results are similar, which coveys that the attributes  chosen 

work successfully in every conditions. The top five attributes which can be taken from 

this graph are as follows: 

 

1. The Unigram Word Model (for the predictive potential of words related to subjective / 

subjectivelclasses) 

2. URLlpresence in altweet 

3. The presencelof emoticonslin altweet 

4. Numberloflpersonallpronouns in altweet 

5. Numberloflexclamation markslin altweet 

 

Similarly twenty two various properties are taken and searched for the classification of 

positive(+) and negative(-). ML tool WEKA is used for the calculation of the info gain 

from these attributes. Shown below is the resultant graph:  
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10 of the other graphs are super-imposed in the above graph basically, each of which we 

have done 10 times from cross validation to fold. Since we have seen that all the graphs 

overlap, almost every time the result obtained is similar, which conveys that the attributes 

work best in every condition. The top five traits has been taken up, 2 of which are 

recurring symptoms and only 3 traits remain for our positive / negative classification: 

1. Unigram Word Model (for potential before positivelor negativelclasses) 

2. Numberlof positivelemoticons in altweet 

3. Numberlof negativelemoticons in altweet 

We ignore unnecessary attributes as additional info is not provided among the above 

attributes: 

 Emoticonlscore forltweet 

 MPQAlscore forlTweet 
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Classification: 

 

The process of dividing the information given into separate categories by focusing onto some 

common paradigm obtained in one category, but differing from designs obtained in other 

categories is known as Pattern Categorization/ Classification.Creation of a process so that all 

the tweets can be categorized into the following four categories is the main goal here.These 

categories are: Ambiguous, neutral(0) ,positive(+) and negative(-). 

 

The analysis of contextual emotion & general emotion are the two types of analysis done in 

this concept. Particular section of a tweet when categorized accounts for the analysis of 

contextual emotions, for example, for the tweet "I will eat a fancy meal after eating this 

ordinary meal for 15 days" . A reference emotion class classification identifies ordinary meal 

with a -ve impression. And fancy meal with a +ve impression. General sentiment analysis, 

deals with the general mood of the entire text (in this case the tweet). Since the tweet mentioned 

earlier is overall positive, definitive common sense classifies it positively. For our particular 

project we will only deal with the final case, namely a general (complete) analysis of the entire 

message post. We made inflation categorization to determine the good, the bad or the two 

(some researchers are included) in both categories and others not installed). 

 

This differentiation system is usually a two-stage approach in this domain. The first objectivity 

classification takes place, which classifies a message post into classes of  

objectivelorlsubjective. We performed polarity classification (tweets categorized subjectively 

by objectivity classification) to determine positive, negative, or both (some researchers 

included both category and some not included). An increase in performance compared to the 

before single-step method. 

 

A different but effective method is applied here as opposed to the the method used here. The 

foremost point or step proposed in this that each message post must pass through 2 

classification: the classification for objective and the classification for polarity. The first one 

differentiates a tweet among the above mentioned categories, and the second one among the 

categories of +ve(positive) and –ve(negative). A small set of attributes are used for these 

categorizations and then the Naïve Bayes method can be used after applying which and after 

the foremost step  every post has either of zero(0) or one(1).  One number represents the 
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possibility of the extent relation of the post with respect to the objectivity and the other shows 

the possibility of the extent of relation of the post with respect to positivity. As The calculation 

of the remaining probability of subjectivity of a post is simple by using easy difference 

therefore the other possibilities are not needed. 

 

The other remaining numbers are considered here as a different attribute for this other 

differentiation in this step, with the attribute set taken as 2 . ML tool WEKA is used and  the 

following ML algos are applied for this other differentiation in order to get a better outcome: 



 K-MeanslClustering  

 SupportlVectorlMachine  

 LogisticlRegression  

 KlNearestlNeighbours  

 NaivelBayes  

 RulelBasedlClassifiers  

 

To comprehend the process or the working of the task, a plot from the real test group is 

displayed from one of our cross-verifications or on the  2-dimensional space below: 
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The labels inlthis image represent the distribution of how true ground truths and assorted data 

pointslare actuallylscattered acrosslspace. When welgolright, tweets become a growing target 

and tweets become positive as we move up. The results of ourlclassification system 

areldescribed in the nextlsection of thislreport. 
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CHAPTER-4 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

TWITTER API: 

 

The Twitter API allows you to use Twitter's features without having to go through the website 

interface. It can be used for posting a tweet or sending a guided message in an automated way 

by posting scripts. 

 

Say for example that you're chatting with Twitter, and people are asked to receive a personal 

reminder tweet before getting started. If there are a hundred, it can take a lot of work to 

manually tweet everyone. However, with a list of usernames and a script that accesses Twitter 

via the API, you can automatically send reminder tweets so that it is completed quickly and 

easily. 

 

 

 

 

TWEEPY: THE LIBRARY OF PYTHON FOR THE API OF TWITTER 

 

To install the latest version from PyPI is by using pip: 

 pip install tweepy 
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This example will download your home timeline tweets and print each one of their texts. 

Twitter requires all requests to use for authentication. 

 

Fig from [21] 

Models: 

When we start an API method, when it returns to us, the Tweepy Model class is an example. It 

contains the returned data from Twitter that can be used within our application. For example 

the following code gives us a user model: 

 

 

Fig from [21] 

 

The model contains data and some assistive methods we can use: 

 

 

Fig from [21] 
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TextBlob: 

 

TextBlob provides a simple API to use the Python library and approaches to accomplish various 

NLP functions. 

They are like the Python Strings that is one of the best things about TextBlob. Now, we may 

change it as we performed on Python. Below are some funtions. 

 

 

Fig from [22] 

Intalling: 

 

In a simple task, to set up a textblob on your system, we have to only open  the Anaconda 

prompt and implement the below command: 

 

 

Fig from [22] 

Tokenization: 

 

Tokenization refers to the division of a paragraph in the series of tokens, corresponding the 

letter. That’s the usage of the N L P. We need to follow below commands for the usage of 

TextBlob: 
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1. Creation of an object & passing the strings throgh it. 

2. TextBlob works to perform a specific task. 

 

 

Fig from [22] 

 

Noun Phrase Extraction 

 

Since we have summarized the words, we can only take out the phrase of noun instead. Taking 

out of the noun phrase should be very important if we wanted the analization of “who” . Let us 

take an eg. 

 

 

Fig from [22] 
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Part- of- speech  Taggingl 

POS technique of taging of identifying text by words based on how it is defined and in context. 

Under simpler word, a word noun either adj. or verrb is referred. That’s the full versionof the 

removal of the phrases of noun, in which we want to find a sentence-part in a sentence. 

Let’s examine the textblobtags 

 

 

Fig from [22] 

 

WordsInflection & Lemmatizationl 

To send the grammar meanings Inflction the word-forming method, the letters are attached to 

the root word is used. The method of inflction is easy, that is, letters you take from the textBlob 

may easily converted to single form or more than one form. 
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Fig from [22] 

 

The built-in object in Word form is also available in the TextBlob library. We make the object 

of a letter & than we run the method: 

 

 

Fig from [22] 
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Fig from [22] 

 

 

Words can be lemmatized using the function of lemmatize. 

 

 

Fig from [22] 

 

N-grams 

 

The grouping of several letters is n-gram. n-gram (n is greater than one) is usually  better than 

letters and laguage modeling may be done through it. It may be acessed easy by making use of 

the n-gram method that gives us the node of N ordinal terms. 
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Fig from [22] 
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Implementation: 
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Results: 
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CHAPTER-5 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Under the field of microblogging the work is underdeveloped and is incomplete especially the 

work of SA. Therefore, we suggest some of the approaches which thought would be worth 

checking with time and can lead to better performance. 

 

Currently we only work with very simple Unigramlmodels; it may be improved through 

additional knowledge such as word proximity with negative words. We can specify a window 

before the word under consideration (for example a window may be two - three letters) and 

effective -ve can be included in this model when that window is present. Close to the word 

negativity, the older the words, the earlier the polarity must be calculated, which greatly affects 

thepolarity. Foregg, we may reciprocate polarity of letter while a rejection, its letter next and 

remove negative letter, and if the word has little effect. 

 

Further, the current focus is on the Uni-grams thus an impact on Bi-grams and tri-grams. Which 

is mentioned in the chapter2, it generally improves performance when using the bigrams with 

unigrams. 

 

However, in order to be an effective feature for Bigrams and Trigrams, our measurement 

requires a labeled data set of more than 9,000 tweets. 

 

At last a try can be done to build humanconfidence on system. Foregg. We may make every 

labeled tweert into a 2d +vity/-vity frame iff there are five human labels 

Yes, only only four are happy. A result was made through more number of votes. People can 

make their own methods to come abovewith customized class bondaries, where all 5 labels are 

given the maximum weightage for accepted tweets, and the number of deals begins to decrease, 

so that the weight is allotted. Thus the humanfaith cause may be imagined on SA.  
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